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ELECTRIC SYSTEM

0000-00ELECTRIC SYSTEM
ELECTRIC GENERAL
1. LOCATIONS OF INTERIOR UNITS AND SENSORS

Under Instrument Panel Steering Wheel Angular Sensor / Immobilizer

PAS Unit

Driver Seat Memory Switch
TCCU and TCU

Steering wheel angular sensor Immobilizer

Curtain air bag
module

Sun sensor

TV antenna 
amplifier

Door lock relay
Chime

bell

Buzzer
for PAS

RK STICS

TCCU TCU
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Rain Sensing Unit (Including
Auto Lignt) and ECM

Sensor Cluster Sun Roof Unit and Motor

Air Bag ECU

Curtain Air Bag Sensor

Interior Temperature and
Humidity SensorEngine ECU and SSPS Unit

Sun roof unit Sun roof motor

Curtain air bag
module

TV antenna
amplifier

DSP amp

TV tuner

DVD changer

SSPS unit
(under the engine ECU)

Sub 
woofer
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2. SWITCHES, UNITS AND SENSORS IN ENGINE 
COMPARTMENT

FFH Ambient Temperature Sensor

Receiver Drier and Triple 
Pressure Switch

Horn (RH)

FFH Assembly

FFH ambient temperature sensor
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IWE Vacuum Solenoid Valve 
(4WD)

Horn (LH)

Hood Contact Switch

Theft Deterrent Horn (Under 
the Battery) Fuse and Relay Box

ESP Pressure Sensor / 
Primary, Secondary ABS (ESP) HECU
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Remote Control Switch on the Steering Wheel

3. INTERIOR SWITCHES

Bezel Assembly on Outside Rearview Mirror 
Adjusting Switch

Seat Position Memory Switch 
(Driver's Door)

Driver's Power Window Main 
Switch

Outside rearview 
mirror folding switch

Outside rearview mirror
adjusting switch

ESP OFF switch

Audio remote
control switchAudio remote

control switch
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Sun Roof Switch

Passenger's Power Window 
Switch

Bezel Assembly on Hazard Switch

Center Fascia Switch

Room lamp
main switch

Sun roof 
switch

HDC switch
Outside rearview
mirror and rear glass
heated switch
Hazard switch
TRIP switch
Front defogger
switch

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Passenger seat
warmer switch

Driver seat
warmer switch

4WD
switch
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AV Head Unit

Sub Woofer

4. AUDIO / VIDEO SYSTEM
AV System▶

Audio remote
control switches

Center speaker

DVD changer

DVD+tape

Other Audio Head Unit

6-INDASH CD+TAPE+RADIO CD+RADIO

Front speaker 
(RH)Tweeter speaker

DVD changer

Center speaker AV head unit

Front speaker 
(LH)

Tweeter speaker 
(LH)

Sub woofer
(amplifier integrated type)
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Location: Inside of panel 
above glove box 6 DVD changer

AV System

Tweeter
speaker (LH)

Rear speaker (LH)

Rear speaker (RH)

Tweeter
speaker

TV antenna 
amplifier (LH)

TV antenna amplifier (RH)

Tuner/Amp Radio antenna amplifier
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Wiring Harness Arrangement▶

5. ELECTRIC COMPONENTS AND LAYOUT
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Components Locator▶
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8410-02FUSE AND RELAY

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
GENERAL INFROMATION

The ICM (Integrated Control Module) box installed to the new Actyon model is integrated with 
some relays of previous model and is installed to the back of the STICKS.
As the ICM box is newly installed, the following relays are integrated into the ICM box.

- Door lock relay (previously installed to STICKS bracket)
- Windshield de-icer relay (previously installed next to floor on the driver side)
- Turn signal lamp relay (previously installed to passenger side fuse & relay box)

* Some relays have been integrated into the ICM box.

PREVIOUS MODEL

NEW MODEL
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FUSE AND RELAY

1. OVERVIEW
OVERVIEW AND OPERATING PROCESS

The ICM (Integrated Control Module) mounted to the back of the STICS is integrated with the 
door lock relay, windshield de-icer relay and turn signal lamp relay. There are four fuse & relay 
units.

2. FUSE AND RELAY MOUNTING LOCATION
(1) In engine compartment

Fuse & Relay Box 
InEngine 

Compartment

Interior Fuse & Relay 
Box On The Driver Side 

(RH)

(2) In vehicle

Interior Fuse & Relay 
Box On The Driver 

Side (LH)

Mounting Location of ICM
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3. CAPACITY AND NAME OF FUSE AND RELAY IN ENGINE
    COMPARTMENT

The label attached on each fuse box
indicates only major fuses and relays.
Therefore, there are more fuses and 
relays than indicated.
For details about the connection of 
fuses and relays, refer to the power 
distribution circuit diagram on the 
following pages.
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4. CAPACITY AND NAME OF INTERIOR FUSE AND RELAY
1) Interior Fuse and Relay Box On the Driver Side
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2) Interior Fuse and Relay Box On the Passenger Side
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5. OPERATING PROCESS OF ICM BOX
1) Overview
The ICM (Integrated Control Module) box installed to the new Actyon model is integrated with 
some relays of previous model and is installed to the back of the STICKS.
As the ICM box is newly installed, the following relays are integrated into the ICM box.

- Door lock relay (previously installed to STICKS bracket)
- Windshield de-icer relay (previously installed next to floor on the driver side)
- Turn signal lamp relay (previously installed to passenger side fuse & relay box)

2) Mounting Location

Relays in the ICM box cannot be replaced respectively; so if the components on the 
PCB are defective, the ICM box should be replaced as an assembly.

-
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3) Operating Process by Power Supply of ICM Box

(1) Door lock relay

As the ICM box is supplied with power from the fuse (12-pin) and STICS (6-pin, 15-pin), it 
operates the door actuator (11-pin, 13-pin) through its door lock relay to lock/unlock the door.
In order to check the operation of the relay, measure the voltage at the connector of the ICM
box and check the output through the ICM box after operating the corresponding door.
Of course, the components for the corresponding system should be checked in advance.
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(2) Turn signal lamp (hazard warning lamp operation)

When the hazard warning lamp switch is pressed for approx. 0.1 to 0.59 seconds, the hazard 
warning lamp blinks 3 times at an interval of 0.35 seconds.
When the hazard warning lamp switch is pressed for approx. 0.6 seconds or longer, the 
hazard warning lamp blinks 10 times at an interval of 0.35 seconds.
This function is only available when the ignition key is in the "ON" position.
If the ignition key is turned to the "OFF" position during this function is activated, this function 
is immediately deactivated.
If the system receives signals for the turn signal lamp operation during this function is 
activated, this function is immediately deactivated.
While the turn signal lamp signals are already inputted, pressing the hazard warning lamp 
switch does not activate the hazard warning lamp function.

-

-

-
-

-
-
-
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(3) Windshield de-icer operation

Pressing the windshield de-icer switch activates the de-icer for 12 minutes and pressing the 
switch again deactivates the de-icer. At this time, pressing the switch again activates the de-icer 
for 12 minutes from the time the switch is pressed again.
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1. STICS OVERVIEW
The RKSTICS (REKES + STICS (Super Time & Integrated Control System)) communicates with 
the transmitter (remote controller) and other electronic systems to transmit and receive the data.
The STICS also includes a diagnosis function that can inspect the error for related devices.

PAS Buzzer

Door Lock Relay

Door Lock Relay

STICS

8710-01STICS
GENERAL
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2. SPECIFICATIONS
1) Electrical Performance

Electrical Performance▶

2) Characteristics of Radio Wave
Transmitting frequency: 447.800 ± 0.0125 MHz

Channel width: below 12.5 KHz
Frequency bandwidth: below 8.5 KHz
Modulation method: FSK (Frequency Shift Keying)
Receiving distance: Approx. 10 ~ 15 m (In case there are not obstacles around the system)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Rated Load▶
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Input Signals▶
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Chattering of Input Signals▶

Vehicle speed input:
The vehicle speed is the average value of 4 pulses among 6 pulse inputs regardless of 
the input for 1.0 second after IGI 1 ON. The time indicated in each function does not 
include the vehicle speed calculating time.
20 ms target input:
Wiper motor A/S (parking) terminal
100 ms target input switch
All switches except wiper motor A/S (parking) terminal

-

-

-

Time Tolerance▶

If not indicated, time tolerance will be ± 10%.

However, if less than 500 ms, time tolerance will be ± 100 ms. 

The time indicated in each function does not include chattering processing time from 
switch input changing point.

-

-
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1. IMMOBILIZER OVERVIEW

1) What is the immobilizer system?

The immobilizer system prevents the vehicle 
theft byallowing only the authorized key to 
start the engine. Thetransponder inside the 
key communicates with the im-mobilizer 
installed in the key box, and the system per-
mits the engine to start after confirming the 
encryptedcoding from the engine ECU.
Refer to the informationthat follows for 
specific functions and their descriptions.

7010-06IMMOBILIZER SYSTEM

The immobilizer unit communicates with the 
enginecontrol unit to enable the engine 
starting.

GENERAL

Immobilize
r
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1) Remote Control Key
When pressing the switch on the remote control key, the vehicle control message coded by
CPU is transmitted to RKSTICS. Then, STICS' CPU controls the vehicle. The key for 2007 
Kyron differs from the previous model in appearance and function.

(1) Door Unlock and Panic Function
Briefly press (below 0.5 sec): Door unlock and theft deterrent mode is deactivated Press and 
hold (over 2 sec): Panic function

Door unlock (Briefly press)▶

If the unlock button on the remote 
control is pressed, the door will be 
opened and the theft deterrent mode 
will be activated. If the door coupled 
switch of front room lamp is pressed, 
the lamp will come on for 30 
seconds.
It will turn off immediately after the 
lock button of the remote control is 
pressed.

-

Panic function: activated in the 
theft deterrent mode

▶

If you press and hold the door unlock and panic 
buttons, the buzzer will sound for 27 seconds.
The function is inactivated if any button of 
remote control is pressed.

-

-

Without REKES key

Without REKES key

With REKES key

2. BASIC FUNCTIONS OF IMMOBILIZER KEY
(REKES FUNCTION)
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7410-13SPWM (Seat Position With Memory) UNIT
GENERAL

1. SEAT POSITION WITH MEMORY OVERVIEW

Functions of SPWM▶

Adjusting the power seat's position with the seat adjusting switch
Adjusting the angle of the outside rearview mirrors (OSRVM)
Seat memory positions: for 3 persons
Folding/Unfolding the outside rearview mirrors

-
-
-
-

SPWMLocation
(Bottom of diver's seat)
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GENERAL
8010-01CLUSTER

1. DESCRIPTIONS OF INDICATOR DISPLAY
The instrument cluster sends and receives the data through CAN communication.The HDC
warning light and the engine hood open warning light are newly introduced.
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2.WARNING / INDICATOR PANE
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LAMP

Headlamp Assembly

Quarter Combination Lamp Assembly

Fog Lamp Assembly

High beam and
position lamp

Low beam

Turn signal lamp

Fog lamp angle
adjustment

Fog lamp angle
adjustment

Stop/Position lamp

Turn signal lamp

8310-01LAMP
GENERAL
1. LOCATIONS OF LAMPS AND SPECIFICATIONS
1) EXTERIOR LAMPS
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Side Repeater Assembly

High Mounted Stop Lamp Assembly

Reflector Assembly

License Plate Assembly

Tailgate Combination Lamp Assembly

Tail lamp

Backup lamp

Rear fog lamp or 
stop lamp (Rear fog 
lamp: Regulation 
required only)
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BULB SPECIFICATIONS▶
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Center and Luggage Room Lamp

Center Room Lamp Luggage Room Lamp

When this switch is pushed towards the rear of 
the vehicle, the lamp comes on. If the switch is 
pushed to the opposite direction, the lamp will 
go off. But, when any door is open, the lamp 
comes on and stays for 30 seconds. When the 
door is closed, the lamp will go off.

When this switch is pushed towards the 
tailgate, the lamp comes on when the tailgate 
is open. If the switch is pushed to the opposite 
direction, the lamp will go off and will not come 
on even if the tailgate is open.

2) INTERIOR LAMPS

Toward tailgate Toward dirver side

Center room lamp
(coupled operation with door)

Luggage room lamp
(Lamp: OFF)

Center room lamp
(Lamp: ON)

Luggage room lamp 
(coupled operation with tailgate)
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Front Room Lamp

The driver's room lamp and the passenger's room lamp are separately turned on when 
pressing the switch (1, 2). However, the front lamps are turned on when opening a door and 
turned off when closing it. The front room lamps and center are turned on when pressing the 
room lamp main switch (3).

Glove Box Door Courtesy Lamp

12V/5W - One at glove box 12V/5W - one at each door
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8510-13SWITCHES / ELECTRIC DEVICES
GENERAL
1. SWITCH ARRANGEMENT

ESP OFF Switch▶

Outside Rearview Mirror Folding Switch▶

Seat Position Memory Switch▶

Driver's Power Window Switch▶

HDC Switch▶

Tailgate Glass and Out side Rearview Mirror Heated Glass 
Switch

▶

TRIP Switch▶

Windshield Heated Glass Switch▶

To fold the outside rearview mirrors, press the 
switch. To unfold the mirrors, press it again.

If you press the ESP OFF switch, the ESP 
function stops and the indicator lamp in 
instrument panel comes on. Press this 
switch again to resume the ESP function. 
At this time, the indicator lamp goes out.

Driver can controls all door windows 
(Open/Close/Lock/Unlock) and doors 
(Lock/Unlock) with this switch unit

The position memory is available for up to three drivers. Each driver can set his/ her own 
driver's seat and outside rearview mirrors' positions and it will be separately stored in the 
integrated computer. If somebody has moved the seat, the memory positions can be recalled 
automatically by pressing the position button.

When this button is pressed once, HDC is ready for use. The green HDC indicator comes on 
the instrument panel. When the button is pressed again, HDC is deactivated and the indicator 
goes off. (Refer to ABS/ESP section.)

Press this switch to turn on the tailgate and outside rearview mirror 
defogger. It will operate for about 12 minutes.

Press this switch to turn on the windshield heated glass. It will 
operate for about 12 minutes.

To choose a desired driving distance display mode, press the
switch: Changing sequence: 
ODO - TRIP A - TRIP B - ODO
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Audio Remote Control Switch

Additional Functions of Multifunction Switch

T/C Control Switch

Driver's Seat
Warmer Switch

Passenger's Seat
Warmer Switch

Room lamp
operating switch

Main room lamp switch

Sun roof switch

Auto light position

Front Wiper and Washer Coupled Operation
Pull the lever briefly (below 0.6 seconds): One wiping cycle Pull and hold the lever 
for more than 0.6 seconds: Three wiping cycles with washer spray

Front wiper operation range
(move the wiper lever up/down)
Rear wiper operation

Washer fluid will be sprayed
onto the rear window glass once during 
rear wiper operation.

Auto Washer Switch
When the front wiper switch is off and this switch is pressed, washer fluid will be 
sprayed and the wiper will automatically operate 4 times. Then, the fluid will be 
sprayed again and the wiper will automatically operate 3 times.

Washer fluid will be sprayed onto
the rear window glass and the wiper will also operate once.

POWER

MODER

▲
SEEK

SEEK
▼

MUTER

▲

VOL

VOL
▼
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7810-01WIPER AND WASHER SYSTEM
GENERAL

1. WIPER AND WASHER SYSTEM OVERVIEW

1) Wiper function coupled auto washer

Auto washer operation
switch (press)

When the front wiper switch is off and this switch is pressed, washer fluid will be sprayed and 
the wiper will automatically operate 4 times. Then, the fluid wil be sprayed again and the wiper 
will automatically operate 3 times.

2) Integrated auto light sensor in rain sensor unit

The rain sensor unit is installed on a proper location to detect the rain drops and the illumination 
intensity.
To control the system, the sensed values of rain sensor and auto light sensor are sent to pin 
no. 63 in STICS unit.

Rain sensor
emitter lens

Light receiving
area of auto
light sensor

The wiper and washer system are controlled by STICS according to driver's wiper switch 
operation. And the detection of rain drops by rain sensor is transmitted to STICS as the signal 
for wiper system control.
The characteristics of the wiper and washer system including basic functions of manual wiper 
are as follows.

Rear wiper/washer
operation location
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There is no separate washer fluid reservoir for the rear washer system in this vehicle. The rear 
washer system uses the front washer fluid reservoir. 
Because of this, the washer hose is supposed to be long between front reservoir tank and rear 
washer nozzle. 
To avoid being damaged or interfered while in assembling the vehicle, the rear washer hose is 
fixed on headlining with silicone

3) Rear washer fluid supply system

Rear washer hose and 
roof wiring harness are
fixed at the headlining 
section with silicone.
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4) Fluidic washer nozzle
Fluidic Washer Nozzle is applied to the front washer spray system in this vehicle.
The inside of nozzle is designed to utilize the fluidic movement.

This is a shape of the inside of nozzle.
It is designed to change the spraying direction continuously according to the spraying time.
(fan-shape)
The figure below shows the changes of spraying direction according to the spraying time.

Whirlwind
Washer fluid outlet
Passage

Counter-current

Spray passage

Washer fluid inlet

It is designed to be changed spraying direction using the whirlwind and backflow generated in 
nozzle.
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1. SYSTEM LAYOUT OF WIPER AND WASHER 

OVERVIEW AND OPERATION PROCESS

(WITH RAIN SENSOR)

Rain Sensor Unit Multifunction Wiper and 
Washer Switch Front Nozzle Assembly

Washer Reservoir 
Tank Assemblyt

Rear Washer Nozzle and Check Valve

Rear nozzle assembly
Rear nozzle
Check valve

1.
2.
3.
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Rear Washer Hose MountingSTICS

The rain sensor unit is integrated into the auto light sensor. It sends the amount of rain 
drops to STICS.

-
Rain Sensor Unit▶

When the front wiper switch is off and this switch is pressed, washer fluid will be sprayed 
and the wiper will automatically operate 4 times. Then, the fluid wil be sprayed again 
and the wiper will automatically operate 3 times.

-
Multifunction Wiper and Washer Switch▶

The washer nozzles are  installed at both sides of engine hood. The spraying pattern is 
specially designed to improve the spraying performance.

-
Front Nozzle Assembly▶

There is no separate washer reservoir tank for the rear washer fluid.
The rear washer system uses the front washer fluid reservoir.

-
Washer Reservoir Tank Assemblyt▶

Rear Washer Nozzle and Check Valve▶

STICS▶

STICS receives the rain sensing datafrom the rain sensor and controls the wiper and 
washer systems.

-

Rear Washer Hose Mounting▶

There is no separate washer fluid reservoir for the rear washer system in this vehicle. 
The rear washer system uses the front washer fluid reservoir. Because of this, the 
washer hose is supposed to be long between front reservoir tank and rear washer 
nozzle. To avoid being damaged or interfered while in assembling the vehicle, the rear 
washer hose is fixed on headlining with silicone

-
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2. WIPER / WASHER RELATED FUNCTION AND SPECIFICATION
1) Wiper and Washer Fluid Switch Operation
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2) STICS Control Logic Related to Wiper and Washer
(1) Wiper MIST and Front Washer Coupled Wiper

The wiper relay is turned on 0.3 seconds after turning "ON" the washer switch for 0.1 ~ 
0.59 seconds with the ignition key "ON", and it is turned off when the parking terminal is 
turned off.

-

The wiper relay is turned on 0.3 seconds after turning "ON" the washer switch over 0.6 
seconds with the ignition key "ON", and it is turned on three times immediately after turning 
off the washer switch.

-
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When the washer switch is ON for more than 0.6 seconds during the wiper operation by
the INT switch, the operation in step (2) is performed. When it is ON for a certain period of 
time (0.1 to 0.59 seconds), the operation in step (1) is performed.

-

(2) Rear Washer Motor Control
When the rear washer switch is turn on with the ignition switch "ON", the rear washer motor 
relay output is activated from the time when the rear washer switch is turned on, and it is 
deactivated when the rear washer switch is turned off.

-

It cannot be activated while the front washer switch or the auto washer and wiper (AFW: 
Advanced Fast Washer) is in operation.

-
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(3) Auto Washer and Wiper Switch (AFW)
When the auto washer switch is turned on with the ignition switch "ON" and the INT switch 
"OFF", the washer motor output is activated for 1 second. If the system recognizes this 
output, the wiper relay output is activated during 4 cycles and the washer motor output is 
activated for 1 second. Then, the wiper relay output is deactivated after 3 cycles.

-
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(4) FRONT Washer & AUTO Washer and Wiper Switch operation
The auto washer switch output is overridden during the washer coupled wiper operation.
The auto washer switch input is overridden during the auto washer coupled wiper 
operation.
The auto washer switch input is overridden during the rain sensor coupled wiper or vehicle 
speed sensitive INT wiper operation.
When the auto INT switch input is received during the auto washer operation, the auto 
washer operation stops and the auto INT operation is activated.

-
-

-

-

(5) Priorities in Washer Operations
The rear washer switch input is overridden during the front washer operation.
The rear washer switch input is overridden during the auto washer and wiper (AFW) 
operation.
The front washer switch input is overridden during the rear washer operation.
The auto washer switch input is overridden during the rear washer operation.
The front washer switch input is overridden during the auto washer and wiper (AFW)    
operation.
The auto washer switch input is overridden during the front washer operation.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
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3. WIPER AND WASHER SYSTEM RELATED CIRCUIT

STICS
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The rear wiper system of NEW KYRON has different components compared to previous 
version of KYRON due to modification of the tailgate.
The followings are comparison of the system equipped in NEW KYRON with the system in 
previous version of KYRON.

Previous version

Wiper
motor

Arm
/

Blade

Circuit
diagram

KYRON (from March '07)

Manufacturer: Kamco Manufacturer: Dongyang mechatronics

Blade length: 12
Manufacturer: Kamco

Blade length: 14
Manufacturer: KCW Corporation

Modification in connector pin arrangement

4. REAR WIPER

1) OVERVIEW
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Rain sensing unit
(Auto light sensor integrated type)

GENERAL

8610-09RAIN SENSING SYSTEM (WITH AUTO LIGHT SENSOR)

1. RAIN SENSING SYSTEM (WITH AUTO LIGHT SENSOR) 

The rain sensing wiper unit in this vehicle doesn't control the wiper directly.
The rain sensing unit detects the amount of rain drops and sends the operating signal to STICS, 
and STICS drives the wiper directly.

A sensor that emits infrared rays through LED and 
then detects the amount of rain drops by receiving 
reflected rays against sensing section (rain sensor 
mounting section on the windshield) with 
photodiode. The auto light sensor is Integrated into 
the rain sensor. (refer to the below picture)

Multifunction wiper switch:
AUTO and sensitivity control

AUTO: Wiper operates automatically by rain sensor
FAST <-------> SLOW: Auto delay/Auto speed control.
A position that can control sensitivity against rains
on the windshield and transmits wiping demand signal
accordingly.

OVERVIEW

Enlarged auto light 
sensor section

Emitter lens
The LED emits the infrared 
rays is located at bottom and 
the lens guides the infrared 
rays to target point.

▶

Vertical autolight sensor

Horizon autolight sensor

Auto light sensor
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Engine compartment fuse box

1) STICS
The rain sensing unit detects the amount of rain drops and sends the operating signal to 
STICS, and STICS drives the wiper directly.
At this moment, STICS determines the wiper operation mode (washer, MIST, AUTO), then 
sends the information to the rain sensor.

STICS

Wiper relay (LO)Wiper relay (HI)

Rear 
washer relay

Front 
washer relay

(1) Auto Light Sensor And Rain Sensor Coupled Control
Rain detected headlamp▶

Night detected wiping▶

If it rains heavy which requires the highest INT speed, the    headlamps are turned on 
automatically.

-

When the auto light control turns on the headlamps and the rain sensor detects the rain, 
the wiper sensitivity is automatically increased by one level.   
(For example, the AUTO wiper switch is at the 3rd level, but the wiper operates at the 
4th level.)

-
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OVERVIEW AND OPERATION PROCESS
1. FUNCTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF 
    RAIN SENSING WIPER
1) Power-up Reminder Wiper

When turning off and on the auto INT switch, the system drives the wiper motor through 
LOW relay regardless of communication with rain sensor.
The wiper relay (LOW) is turned on and the wiper motor runs one cycle when changing the 
wiper switch to "AUTO" position from any other positions (while the ignition key is in "ON"
position).

-

-

When the wiper switch is turned to "ON" position again from other positions, the system 
Drives the wiper motor through LOW relay one cycle only when the rain sensor detects the 
"Rain Detected" signal.
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RAIN SENSOR

2) Washer Coupled Wiper in the Rain Sensing Mode
The washer coupled wiper is operated when receiving the washer switch input with the 
ignition switch "ON" and the auto INT switch "ON" in rain sensing mode. At this moment, 
the communication with the rain sensor is overridden. However, the washer switch input is 
overridden during continuous operation.

-

The operation data is sent to the rain sensor even during the washer coupled wiper 
operation.

-
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3) Rain Sensing Sensitivity Control
The wiper relay (LO) is turned on and the wiper motor runs one cycle when the volume 
sensitivity is increased (ex: from 0 to 1) (while the ignition key is in "ON" position, the wiper 
switch is in "AUTO" position, and the wiper motor is in "Parked" position). However, the 
wiper motor can be operated only when the rain sensor detects the "Rain Detected" signal.

-

If the volume sensitivity is changed more than 2 stages within 2 seconds, the wiper motor 
runs only one cycle.

-

4) Auto Light Control
Only when the auto light switch is in "AUTO" position, control the tail lamp and headlamp by
communicating with the rain sensor (while the ignition key is in "ON" position).

-
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5) Wiper Operation When the Wiper Parking Terminal Is Grounded
The wiper system continuously outputs the parking signal of current sensitivity when the 
parking terminal is grounded (while the ignition key is in "ON" position and the INT switch is 
in "ON" position).

-

The wiper motor runs only when the rain sensor requires.-

When the parking terminal is fixed to IGN (HIGH), the wiper system outputs the operating 
signal of current sensitivity for 2 seconds, then continuously outputs the parking signal of 
current sensitivity (while the ignition key is in "ON" position and the INT switch is in "ON"
position).

-

The wiper motor runs only when the rain sensor requires.-
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6) Defective Rain Sensor
The wiper relay (LO) is turned on and the wiper motor runs one cycle when the wiper 
sensitivity is changed to 2 from 3 during receiving the malfunction signal (1) from the rain 
sensor (while the ignition key is in "ON" position and the INT switch is in "ON" position).

-

The wiper relay (LO) is turned on and the wiper motor runs one cycle when the wiper 
sensitivity is changed to 3 from 4 during receiving the malfunction signal (2) from the rain 
sensor (while the ignition key is in "ON" position and the INT switch is in "ON" position).

-
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2. OPERATION MODE OF RAIN SENSING WIPER SYSTEM

Rain detected headlamp▶

If it rains heavy which requires the highest INT speed, the headlamps are turned on 
automatically.

-

Night detected wiping▶

When the auto light control turns on the headlamps and the rain sensor detects the rain, 
the wiper sensitivity is automatically increased by one level. (i.e. the AUTO wiper switch 
is at the 3rd level, but the wiper operates at the 4th level.)

-
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3. ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAM
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PAS
KYRON 2010.01

8790-00

8790-00PARKING AID SYSTEM
GENERAL
1. COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS

The parking aid system emits the supersonic wave signals from the sensors on the rear 
bumper with a specific interval and detects the reflected signals from obstacles while the gear 
selector lever is in "R" position. The alarm interval becomes faster as the obstacle 
approaches. This supplementary system is to secure the safety distance for parking.

1) Parking Aid Unit
Detecting type: Supersonic wave Detecting distance: 25 cm ~ 100 cm (direct distance 
between sensor and obstacle)

2) Parking Aid Sensor
Detecting type: Supersonic wave

(Piezometric ceramic element)
measuring time taken that the 
emitted
supersonic wave is reflected and 
returned to the sensor.
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OVERVIEW AND OPERATION PROCESS
1. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The parking aid device is integrated in the rear bumper and it uses three piezoelectric 
elements to measure vertical and horizontal distance to obstacles.
If the sensor receives the reverse signal, it calculates the distance between itself and 
obstacles and sends the calculated value to the PAS unit, which will warn a driver by
controlling the activation of the Piezo buzzer in relation to the distance. The PAS unit of 
KYRON from Mach '07 has been changed for its installed positions and shape due to the 
shape change of the rear bumper and also its internal elements have been changed due to 
the setting values of the PAS unit.

Parking Aid Unit PAS Sensor Components

KYRON from '07 March and earlier KYRON are not compatible with the PAS unit and its 
sensor parts each other.

-
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2. ALARM INTERVAL AND TROUBLE SHOOTING
1) Detected Distance and Range

2) Troubleshooting
When the power is applied (gear selector 
lever is in "R" position), the sensor will be 
diagnosed once. If normal, the warning 
buzzer sounds only for 65 ms. If found any
failure due to open circuit to sensor or 
communication error, the data in failed 
sensor is transmitted to notice its failure by
buzzer sound.
If more than one sensor is defective, 
warning buzzer sounds for 3 seconds.
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When failed▶
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3. CAUTIONS ON PARKING AID SYSTEM

Note that the display does not show everything in the rear area. Always check nobody, 
especially animals and children, is behind the vehicle.
If you can not properly check back, get out of the vehicle and then check it.

-

-

The parking aid system is just a supplemental device to help your parking operation.
Always keep the safety precautions.
Do not press or shock the sensors by hitting or high-pressure water gun while washing, or 
the sensors will be damaged.
If the system is in normal operating conditions, a short beep sounds when the gear 
selector lever is moved into "R" position with the ignition key "ON".

1.
2.
3.

4.

The parking aid system will not work or improperly work under following cases:▶

Certain obstacles that sensors can not detect1.
Wires, ropes, chains.
Cotton, sponge, clothes, snow that absorb ultrasonic waves.
Obstacles lower than the bumper.

-
-
-

Not defective but improperly working2.
When the sensing portion is frozen. (operates normally after thawed)
When the sensing portion is covered by rain, water drops, snow or mud (operates 
normally after cleaned).
When receiving other ultrasonic signals (metal sound or air braking noises from heavy
commercial vehicles).
When a high-power radio is turned on.

-
-

-

-

Narrowed sensing area3.
When the sensing portion is partially covered by snow or mud. (operates normally after 
cleaned)
Surrounding temperature of sensor is too high (approx. over 80 °C) or too low 
(approx. below -30 °C).

-

-

Not defective but may occur improper working4.
When driving on the rough roads, gravel road, hill and grass.
When the bumper height is changed due to the heavy load.
When the sensing portion is frozen.
When the sensing portion is covered by rain, water drops, snow or mud.
When receiving other ultrasonic signals (metal sound or air braking noises from heavy
commercial vehicles).
When a high-power radio is turned on.
When some accessories are attached in detecting ranges.
When the vehicle height is lowered due to operation of EAS.

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
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4. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

The instrument panel sends operating signals to the buzzer not only for parking aid 
system, but also for other warning functions, such as ESP warning, overspeed warning 
and insufficient fuel warning functions. Warning functions which use the buzzer may vary
depending on regions where vehicles are sold.

-
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GENERAL
1. AV HEAD UNIT OVERVIEW
DVD + Cassette player : 10 speakers (center speaker, woofer speakers, tweeter speakers)

AV head unit

DVD + Cassette + Radio

Cassette
tape slot

DVD title
insert slot

MUTE button

Tuner DVD 6 DISC changer

DSP amplifier Subwoofer

8930-14AV
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AV

OVERVIEW AND OPERATION PROCESS

1. AV SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
AV System (DVD Head Unit + DVD Changer)▶

Audio System - 6 Speakers▶
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6 DISC changer + TAPE + RADIO CD + RADIO

DISC changer CD slot

Tape
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2. AV HEAD SYSTEM CIRCULATION

AV head unit
(with built-in 6.5" TFT LCD monitor)

AM/FM radio antenna AMP
The heated wire and radio 
antenna is integrated in the 
tailgate glass. The antenna 
transmits AM/ FM audio signals to 
tuner.

TV antenna AMP (LH and RH)
The glass antennas at both rear quarter glasses 
are to receive TV and AM radio (quarter RH glass) 
signals and transmits each 2-channel video and 
audio signals to tuner. Each AMP amplifies 
receives TV signals and then transmits to tuner.

It is installed in the center console. Audio signal of DVD changer outputs to corresponding 
speakers through the cable. Video signal is transmitted to the monitor of AV head unit.

DVD changer
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3. AV SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
AV system head unit operates Radio, TV, Audio CD, DVD and Video CD.
The touch screen type 6.5" TFT LCD monitor is installed on the system.

DVD slot

Display when turning on the monitor
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4. AV SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTROL
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Function Settings on Touch Panel (Example)▶
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Basic display

Press "MODE" button to select a mode.
When pressing "RADIO" section on the screen, 
the "RADIO" mode screen is displayed.

Turn the AV system ON.

Selecting an acoustic perspective
Press "DSP SETTING" button in "SET/ADJ" 
screen and select one acoustic perspective 
(HALL, STADIUM, THEATER, CHURCH, 
CLUB).
Press "OFF" button to cancel the DSP function.

Adjusting the sound according to the music 
genre Press "EQ SETTING" button in "SET/ADJ" 
screen and adjust the sound.
To adjust the tone, press "TONE" button.
The tone can be adjusted by BAS/MID/TRE bars 
on the screen.

BALANCE function and POSITION function 
cannot be used simultaneously.

*

DSP control

EQ control

BALANCE/POSITION control

Adjusting the sound according to the seated 
position.
Press "BAL/POS" button in "SET/ADJ" screen 
and select a seat position (driver's, passenger's, 
rear seats, all seats) on the screen (Position 
setting).
To, adjust the balance, use the arrows on the 
screen.
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8930-01AUDIO SYSTEM
OVERVIEW AND INSTALLATION

1. AUDIO SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Audio System - 6 Speakers
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